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Tackling global pandemics, protecting precious biodiversity, and making medical breakthroughs
all rely on scientific excellence. If you're ready to rise to the challenge, start your journey with a
research-enriched, industry-focused degree at the University of Salford.

Now more than ever we need switched-on students, driven by environmental concern and
passionate about science, to advance our understanding of the world. As pioneers of scientific
knowledge and research, Salford is already making a huge contribution. By choosing one of our
practical and relevant degree courses, you can be part of our journey too.

Across our range of rewarding and immersive science and environment-based courses, we
focus on real-world issues. Each course is designed to deliver deep theoretical knowledge and
a practical skillset, where you can get hands-on in our world-class Bodmer labs, out in the field,
or on placement.

Undergraduate Courses

BSc (Hons) Environmental Geography with Studies in the USA
BSc (Hons) Environmental Geography with Professional Practice
BSc (Hons) Environmental Management
BSc (Hons) Environmental Management with Foundation Year
BA (Hons) Geography
BSc (Hons) Geography
BSc (Hons) Geography with Foundation Year
BA (Hons) Geography with Foundation Year
BSc (Hons) Marine Biology
BSc (Hons) Marine Biology with Foundation Year
BSc (Hons) Wildlife and Practical Conservation
BSc (Hons) Wildlife and Practical Conservation with Foundation Year
BSc (Hons) Wildlife Conservation with Zoo Biology
BSc (Hons) Wildlife Conservation with Zoo Biology with Foundation Year
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BSc (Hons) Zoology
BSc (Hons) Zoology with Foundation Year

Postgraduate Courses

Our specialist and multidisciplinary postgraduate courses will shape the next generation of
scientists, engineers, consultants and conservationists. Delivered by a dedicated team of
academic, technical and administrative staff, you’ll experience a supportive environment where
you can take your potential further.

MSc Environmental Assessment and Management
MSc Parasitology (Wildlife)
MSc Safety, Health and Environment
MSc Sustainability
MSc Wildlife Conservation
MA Wildlife Documentary Production

Research

The &nbsp; Ecosystems and Environment Research&nbsp;Centre is our home of
multi-disciplinary research focused on advancing understanding of key environmental
challenges of major economic and societal importance in the 21st century.

Learn more about postgraduate research opportunities available through our Doctoral School .
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